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the list below represents the world s 25 largest such groupings
central city country urban area type urban area population 2024
est details 1 urban population densely populated and continuous
urban settlement 2 agglomeration large densely and
contiguously populated area consisting of a city and its suburbs
50 states and washington d c this table lists the 336 incorporated
places in the united states excluding the u s territories with a
population of at least 100 000 as of july 1 2023 as estimated by
the u s census bureau five states have no cities with populations
exceeding 100 000 the largest city in the us is new york city with
over 8 5 million residents los angeles and chicago follow each
with more than 2 5 million residents and southern us cities
houston and phoenix round out the top five with populations of
almost 2 3 million and 1 6 million respectively list of largest
cities coordinates 30 00 30 n107 34 00 e30 00833 n 107 56667 e
ekistics shinjuku skyscrapers foreground and mount fuji
background in tokyo the world s most populous city list of largest
cities list of cities proper by population density conurbation
megacity megalopolis humanities geography 30 largest cities in
the world johner images getty images by matt rosenberg updated
on january 12 2020 the world s largest urban area tokyo 37 4
million has almost the same population as the entire country of
canada 37 6 million notes references other websites list of united
states cities by population the following is a list of incorporated
places with the most people living in them in the united states
the united states census bureau says an incorporated place can
have many names such as city town village borough and
municipality this is a list of selected cities towns and other
populated places in the united states ordered alphabetically by
state see also city and urban planning cities of u s cities of
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california cities of florida cities of north carolina cities of canada
cities of australia cities of new zealand cities of philippines cities
of indonesia 1 tokyo japan 37 274 000 aerial view of busy streets
of tokyo on a regular weekday far and away the world s most
populated metropolitan tokyo japan has a life of its own the
nation s capital city is located on the east central coast of the
island of honshu within the kantō region lists of populated places
in the united states lists of u s cities by state list of united states
cities by population list of united states cities by area list of
united states cities by elevation list of most populous cities in the
united states by decade world s 100 best cities world s best cities
download full report 1 london as the capital of capitals deftly
negotiates the uncharted perilous terrain of a post brexit and
pandemic world it does so atop our ranking for the ninth straight
year population metro 12 434 823 highlighted rankings 1 culture
1 educational attainment it is perhaps unsurprising that the
majority of the most populous cities in the world are in the two
most populated countries in the world china and india among
these are shanghai and beijing in china with populations of 29
9m and 22 2m million respectively along with delhi 33 8m and
mumbai 21 7m in india americans are blessed with a wide and
varied land in which to settle there are different geographical
cultural financial and political aspects to consider it is therefore
no surprise that the top ten biggest cities are relatively spread
out across these spectrums here is how the list looks based on
the 2020 census world cities report 2022 envisaging the future of
cities seeks to provide greater clarity and insights into the future
of cities based on existing trends challenges and opportunities as
well as disruptive conditions including the valuable lessons from
the covid 19 pandemic and suggest ways that cities can be better
prepared to address a wid 1 london england rankings livability 1
lovability 1 prosperity 3 london is rarely quiet these days says
resonance most of the tube s lines are running at its pre covid
cadence with added metro stops like the october 2022 opened
bond street s elizabeth station the 50 best cities in the world for
2024 photograph massimo salesi shutterstock com 1 new york
what makes us great you know it as the city that never sleeps
because many of its vocabulary the first cities appeared
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thousands of years ago in areas where the land was fertile such
as the cities founded in the historic region known as
mesopotamia around 7500 b c e which included eridu uruk and
ur these cities were among the many communities between the
euphrates and tigris rivers the so called fertile crescent the
bigger and richer the city the less likely it is to be easily walkable
but there are plenty of exceptions as the stats from the study
broken down by the economist newspaper show the cities proper
list of largest cities lists of cities by country lists of cities by
continent or continental region lists of cities in africa lists of
cities in asia lists of cities in central america lists of cities in
europe list of cities in north america fuchū the following table
lists the 31 cities towns and villages in tokyo with a population of
at least 5 000 on october 1 2020 according to the 2020 census
the table also gives an overview of the evolution of the
population since the 1995 census 1 references
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list of the world s largest cities by
population
May 01 2024

the list below represents the world s 25 largest such groupings
central city country urban area type urban area population 2024
est details 1 urban population densely populated and continuous
urban settlement 2 agglomeration large densely and
contiguously populated area consisting of a city and its suburbs

list of united states cities by
population wikipedia
Mar 31 2024

50 states and washington d c this table lists the 336 incorporated
places in the united states excluding the u s territories with a
population of at least 100 000 as of july 1 2023 as estimated by
the u s census bureau five states have no cities with populations
exceeding 100 000

the 200 largest cities in the united
states by population 2024
Feb 28 2024

the largest city in the us is new york city with over 8 5 million
residents los angeles and chicago follow each with more than 2 5
million residents and southern us cities houston and phoenix
round out the top five with populations of almost 2 3 million and
1 6 million respectively
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list of largest cities wikipedia
Jan 29 2024

list of largest cities coordinates 30 00 30 n107 34 00 e30 00833
n 107 56667 e ekistics shinjuku skyscrapers foreground and
mount fuji background in tokyo the world s most populous city
list of largest cities list of cities proper by population density
conurbation megacity megalopolis

30 largest cities in the world thoughtco
Dec 28 2023

humanities geography 30 largest cities in the world johner
images getty images by matt rosenberg updated on january 12
2020 the world s largest urban area tokyo 37 4 million has
almost the same population as the entire country of canada 37 6
million

list of united states cities by
population simple english
Nov 26 2023

notes references other websites list of united states cities by
population the following is a list of incorporated places with the
most people living in them in the united states the united states
census bureau says an incorporated place can have many names
such as city town village borough and municipality

list of u s cities britannica
Oct 26 2023

this is a list of selected cities towns and other populated places in
the united states ordered alphabetically by state see also city and
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maps of all cities of the world list of all
cities in the
Sep 24 2023

cities of u s cities of california cities of florida cities of north
carolina cities of canada cities of australia cities of new zealand
cities of philippines cities of indonesia

10 largest cities in the world
worldatlas
Aug 24 2023

1 tokyo japan 37 274 000 aerial view of busy streets of tokyo on a
regular weekday far and away the world s most populated
metropolitan tokyo japan has a life of its own the nation s capital
city is located on the east central coast of the island of honshu
within the kantō region

lists of cities in the united states
wikipedia
Jul 23 2023

lists of populated places in the united states lists of u s cities by
state list of united states cities by population list of united states
cities by area list of united states cities by elevation list of most
populous cities in the united states by decade

world s 100 best cities world s best
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world s 100 best cities world s best cities download full report 1
london as the capital of capitals deftly negotiates the uncharted
perilous terrain of a post brexit and pandemic world it does so
atop our ranking for the ninth straight year population metro 12
434 823 highlighted rankings 1 culture 1 educational attainment

largest cities by population 2024 world
population review
May 21 2023

it is perhaps unsurprising that the majority of the most populous
cities in the world are in the two most populated countries in the
world china and india among these are shanghai and beijing in
china with populations of 29 9m and 22 2m million respectively
along with delhi 33 8m and mumbai 21 7m in india

10 largest cities in the united states
worldatlas
Apr 19 2023

americans are blessed with a wide and varied land in which to
settle there are different geographical cultural financial and
political aspects to consider it is therefore no surprise that the
top ten biggest cities are relatively spread out across these
spectrums here is how the list looks based on the 2020 census

world cities report 2022 un habitat
Mar 19 2023
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world cities report 2022 envisaging the future of cities seeks to
provide greater clarity and insights into the future of cities based
on existing trends challenges and opportunities as well as
disruptive conditions including the valuable lessons from the
covid 19 pandemic and suggest ways that cities can be better
prepared to address a wid

the 10 best cities in the world of 2024
afar
Feb 15 2023

1 london england rankings livability 1 lovability 1 prosperity 3
london is rarely quiet these days says resonance most of the tube
s lines are running at its pre covid cadence with added metro
stops like the october 2022 opened bond street s elizabeth
station

50 best cities in the world to visit in
2024 time out
Jan 17 2023

the 50 best cities in the world for 2024 photograph massimo
salesi shutterstock com 1 new york what makes us great you
know it as the city that never sleeps because many of its

the history of cities national
geographic society
Dec 16 2022

vocabulary the first cities appeared thousands of years ago in
areas where the land was fertile such as the cities founded in the
historic region known as mesopotamia around 7500 b c e which
included eridu uruk and ur these cities were among the many
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communities between the euphrates and tigris rivers the so
called fertile crescent

travel news the world s most walkable
cities revealed and
Nov 14 2022

the bigger and richer the city the less likely it is to be easily
walkable but there are plenty of exceptions as the stats from the
study broken down by the economist newspaper show the

lists of cities wikipedia
Oct 14 2022

cities proper list of largest cities lists of cities by country lists of
cities by continent or continental region lists of cities in africa
lists of cities in asia lists of cities in central america lists of cities
in europe list of cities in north america

list of cities in tokyo metropolis by
population wikipedia
Sep 12 2022

fuchū the following table lists the 31 cities towns and villages in
tokyo with a population of at least 5 000 on october 1 2020
according to the 2020 census the table also gives an overview of
the evolution of the population since the 1995 census 1
references
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